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Integration of Magellan dataseis for Venus is an important part 
of characterizing the geology of the surface. We analyze the global 
average behavior of radar backscatter and emissivity and find that 
for Incidence angles greater than 30° the two parameters can be 
modeled by the behavior of a single-dielectric surface (e ~ 4.15) 
with variable roughness. Based on this result, we propose a model 
which relates the HH backscatter and H-polarized emissivity to 
values for a relative roughness fraction and dielectric constant. 
Maps of the model solutions are presented for the region 
34°S-54''N, Removal of the contribution of roughness to the emis- 
sivity permits rapid Identification of regions with anomalous com- 
position or density. In smooth areas, the model typically yields 
dielectric constant values in good agreement with those calculated 
from the altimeter-derived reflectivities, but it appears that the 
model is more reliable than the Hagfors results for rough surfaces. 
The permittivity in highland regions rises with altitude, and the 
data for these areas are more consistent with a single high-dielectric 
interface (single and multiple scattering) than with Internal volume 
scattering. Higher dielectric constants are associated with both 
smooth and rough terrains, but the general tendency is toward 
greater roughness with higher permittivity. This may suggest that 
a mechanical weathering process occurs in the formation of high- 
dielectric mineral phases. There are variations in dielectric con- 
stant within lava flow complexes (up to values of 9), which may 
reflect differences in the chemical content of the rock. Three major 
types of mantling deposits are identified: (I) high-permittivity 
(£ = 7-8) units associated with parabolic crater features and inter- 
preted to be fine-grained material with a high proportion of metallic 
phases; (2) low-permlttlvity (E = 2-3) crater-related splotches or 
haloes, Interpreted to be fine-grained material with minimal or 
weathered metallic minerals; (3) low-permittivity deposits with 
no associated crater, tentatively attributed to soil or pyroclastic/ 
ignimbrite eruptions. Within each type of deposit there is a range 
of surface roughness and radar backscatter strength, which are 
related to the original surface roughness and the depth of the 
mantling material,    s 1994 Academic press, inc. 

INTRODUCTION 

Data obtained by earth-based and orbital radar systems 
are nearly the only source of information on the surface 

properties of Venus, so interpretation of these measure- 
ments is a significant issue in completing a geologic recon- 
naisance of the planet. To fully characterize the surface, 
it is necessary to incorporate all available microwave data- 
sets to define roughness and dielectric constant variations. 
In general, the effects of roughness and dielectric changes 
will vary with viewing geometry and the type of observa- 
tion (backscatter versus emission), so deconvolving their 
relative contributions to any one measurement is often 
difficuh. In terrestrial radar geology applications the im- 
portance of dielectric variations is rarely addressed due 
to the unknown water content and porosity of the target 
materials. For Venus, the lack of moisture at the surface 
and the acquisition of complementary backscatter, emis- 
sivity, and reflectivity (from near-nadir backscatter) data- 
sets may permit a rigorous separation of roughness and 
dielectric effects. 

The Magellan spacecraft used its high-gain antenna to 
measure radar backscatter and passive microwave emis- 
sion from Venus' surface. These observations are inter- 
leaved in time so that each backscatter value is accompa- 
nied by an emissivity measurement for the same antenna 
footprint (Pettengill el al. 1992). Similar measurements 
were carried out with the Pioneer-Venus spacecraft, and 
both datasets have shown that the surface materials vary 
widely in their emissivity, with the lowest values found 
in regions above a radius of '--6053 km (Pettengill ei al. 
1988, 1992). While the very low emissivity areas are of 
limited spatial extent, interpreting the SAR (synthetic ap- 
erture radar) and emissivity data for regions below this 
elevation is still complicated by the differing influence of 
roughness and dielectric constant on the two parameters. 
A third dataset was collected by the Magellan altimeter 
system, which measures backscatter within 15° of the 
nadir. These radar echoes were modeled using the Hag- 
fors expression for gently undulating surface returns to 
estimate large-scale rms slope and Fresnel reflectivity 
(Ford and Pettengill 1992). These values are expected 
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to be quite accurate in smooth regions, but require a 
correction for diffuse scattering from rough terrain which 
is difficult to validate (Pettengill ei ai 1988). 

Several authors have investigated the dielectric proper- 
ties of geologic features on Venus. The interpretation of 
the very low emissivity areas in the highlands is still under 
discussion, but it seems likely that the mechanism is either 
loading of the rocks with conductive minerals or volume 
scattering within a nearly transparent matrix of soil (Pet- 
tengill et at. 1988, 1992; Tryka and Muhleman 1992; Wilt 
1992; Shepard et al. 1994). Klose et al. (1992) suggested 
that pyrite is the loading mineral based on phase equilib- 
rium studies of various materials under Venus conditions, 
while Burns and Straub (1993) and Fegley el ai. (1992) feel 
that several other minerals may be more likely candidates. 
Shepard et al (1994) propose that the low emissivities are 
due to ferroelectric minerals, whose dielectric properties 
change with temperature. Tryka and Muhleman (1992) 
show that volume scattering from reflective objects in a 
low-loss matrix could be responsible for the observed 
properties of Alpha Regio, but Wilt (1992) disputes their 
findings with regard to the efficiency of the process in 
lowering the emissivity. Campbell et al. (1992), in their 
study of extended crater deposits, inferred that dark para- 
bolic features near the craters Lind and Faustina have 
rather low dielectric constants (2.5-3.0), while Plant and 
Arvidson (1992) found that one halo seen by Magellan and 
Goldstone has a smooth, high-dielectric surface. Areas of 
higher dielectric constant in the lowlands of Venus were 
also noted by Jürgens et al. (1988), Many of these lowland 
emissivlty/reflectivity anomalies are associated with im- 
pact crater floors, flow features, or extended éjecta (Ar- 
vidson et al. 1992; Campbell et ai. 1992; Schultz 1992). 
Robinson and Wood (1993) analyzed the emissivity for 
several volcanic edifices, and proposed that the presence 
of regions at high elevations which do not exhibit low 
emissivity are evidence for volcanism younger than the 
time scale required to concentrate the loading phase (or 
that this mineral does not exist in the lavas in these re- 
gions). They also .suggest that low emissivities found 
around volcanic domes near these edifices represent alter- 
ation of the basalt by volcanic outgassing. 

There is clearly a large amount of geochemical informa- 
tion to be gained from the Magellan emissivity data, but 
these measurements are also linked to the roughness of 
the surface. In this paper, a model is presented for the 
relationship between radar backscatter cross section and 
emissivity, based on observations of the mean global be- 
havior of these parameters. This model relates the SAR 
and emissivity data to roughness and dielectric constant 
terms; the resulting maps allow rapid identification of 
areas with anomalous composition or density. The nature 
of surface scattering and emission, and the global correla- 
tion between these measurements, is discussed first. The 
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FIG, 1. Specific backscatter cross section versus incidence angle 
for six Hawaiian lava flows at interpolated S-band wavelength (12.6 
cm). Data from Campbell and Campbell (1992). Rougher a'a flows are 
represented by open plot symbols, while smoother pahoehoe flows are 
shown by filled symbols. Note that the rougher flows have higher cross 
sections but shallow slopes, while smooth flows have low cross sections 
and steep slopes. Venus mean curve (asterisks) derived from global 
datas« of footprint-averaged SAR values. The upturn in the Venus 
mean values beyond 38° is likely due to the equatorial highlands imaged 
within this angular range (see Fig. 3). 

model is then described, and maps of roughness and di- 
electric constant are presented for the area between 34''S 
and 54°N. The dielectric properties of several areas are 
discussed in detail, and some speculations are offered as 
to the nature of high- and low-permittivity materials found 
in various locales. 

SURFACE SCATTERING AND EMISSION 

Radar backscatter is, in general, a function of both 
roughness at a variety of scales and the bulk dielectric 
properties of the target material. Roughness on scales that 
are large with respect to the wavelength can produce 
facet-like (quasi-specular) echoes, while roughness on 
scales close to that of the radar wavelength tends to pro- 
duce "diffuse" returns. Figure 1 shows the effect of 
roughness on backscatter for six Hawaiian lava flows (see 
Campbell and Campbell 1992 for the derivation of these 
"5-band" echoes from AIRSAR data). The complex di- 
electric constant (permittivity) of the surface determines 
the reflectivity of any given element and the degree of 
attenuation experienced by radar energy passing through 
the material. To first order, the surface reflectivity can 
be expressed by the normal-incidence Fresnel reflection 
coefficient RQ, 

/^o=(V;-I)2/(V^+l)^ 0) 

where e is the real part of the dielectric constant. 
At 6- to 24-cm wavelengths, radar returns from terres- 
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trial lava flows appear to be largely single-scattered by 
surface roughness elements (Campbell et al. 1993). There 
is no evidence for significant volume scattering until the 
radar wavelength reaches 70 cm or more. If we assume 
that these same generalizations apply to Venus (imaged 
by Magellan at 12,6 cm wavelength), then changes in the 
dielectric constant will produce variations in backscatter 
proportional to the change in Fresnel reflectivity. Radar 
penetration and volume scattering are not likely to be 
important except in regions overlain by unconsolidated 
material. 

Emissivity is defined as the ratio between the observed 
emitted radiation and that expected for a Planck black- 
body at the same physical temperature (determined for 
Venus from a standard model of temperature lapse with 
elevation). The microwave emission from a surface is 
controlled in part by the dielectric constant, with higher 
values of directional hemispherical reflectivity leading to 
lower values of emissivity al the same viewing geometry. 
For a perfectly smooth surface, the emissivity E at emis- 
sion angle (j> and dielectric constant e is given by the 
Fresnel transmission coefficients (Stratton 1947), 

_ ^     _ sin 2<f> sin 26 
^~   "" smHe + <f>) 

F = T sin 2(i> sin 26 

$ = sin 
(^) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

where the h and v subscripts refer to horizontal and verti- 
cal polarization states, respectively. 

In this paper, we assume that as the surface becomes 
rougher at the scale of the radar wavelength, the emissiv- 
ity will move toward the average of the plane-surface 
transmission coefficients for the two polarizations. This 
is an approximation to a complicated relationship between 
roughness at different length scales and the emitted en- 
ergy, Ulabyeíaí, (1987, p. 978) model the effect of varying 
large-scale (tens to hundreds of wavelengths) roughness 
on the emissivity. They show that for significant rms 
slopes (10° or more) values of E¡^ and E^ tend to pull 
toward the average of the plane-surface values with 
greater roughness. At very large rms slopes (20° or more), 
the absolute values of the emission curves also increase 
with roughness. For most areas on Venus other than ridge 
belts, corona rims, or other steep terrain, rms slopes tend 
to be lower than 10°, so the large-scale roughness effects 
modeled by Ulaby et al. will not play a significant role in 
the observed emissivity (Ford and Pettengill 1992). The 
effect of wavelength-scale roughness on emission has not 
been modeled (though it was considered by Hagfors (1970) 
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RG. 2. Emissivity versus incidence angle for smooth and rough 
surfaces at varying dielectric constants. (A) Solid lines are the H-polar- 
ized emissivity for a smooth plane, while dotted lines are the average 
of H and V polarizations (a rough interface). (B) Solid lines are the V- 
polarized emissivity for a smooth plane, while dotted lines are the aver- 
age of H and V polarizations. Note the increasing separation between 
smooth and rough terrain at higher dielectric constants. 

and England (1975)), so we use the average of the 
plane-surface values for the two polarizations as an esti- 
mate of the rough-surface emissivity. A Lambertian sur- 
face will have equivalent £|, and E^ which are independent 
of emission angle, and the average emissivity used here 
is only slightly sensitive to this angle in the 20°-45° range 
relevant to Magellan observations. The calculated emis- 
sivity for various smooth and rough dielectric surfaces in 
H and V polarizations are shown in Fig. 2. Note that at 
lower dielectric constants or smaller values of ^ the range 
of emissivity between smooth and rough surfaces de- 
creases. 

In summary, the backscatter cross section of a surface 
seen at oblique incidence angles will increase with higher 
dielectric constant or greater roughness. H-polarized 
emissivity will decline with higher dielectric constants 
and increase with greater roughness, bounded by the val- 
ues for smooth and rough surfaces. Incidence/emission 
angle has a strong effect on both measurements when the 
surface is smooth, but a minimal effect for rough terrain. 
Theoretical models for scattering and emission are not 
adequate to jointly predict these parameters over a large 
range of roughness; in order to deconvolve the relative 
roles of roughness and dielectric constant, we must derive 
an empirical relationship from observations made over 
large areas of the planet. 
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FIG. 3. Incidence angle versus latitude for Magellan left-looking 
(solid line) and right-looking (dotted line) profiles. Data from Saunders 
el al. (1992). 

GLOBAL BEHAVIORS FROM MAGELLAN DATA 

To study the global average behavior of radar backscat- 
terand emissivity, we constructed a database of footprint 
locations (latitude, longitude), planetary radius, radar in- 
cidence angle, unfocused (footprint-averaged) HH SAR 
cross section (CFO), and H-polarized emissivity from the 
Magellan ARCDR (Altimeiry and Radiometry Composite 
Data Record) CD-roms. This database contains all foot- 
prints from Magellan orbits 361-3900 for which a useable 
pair of backscatter and emissivity measurements were 
obtained, for a total of approximately 6 million datapoints. 
As shown by Fig. 3, the incidence angle coverage of Ma- 
gellan data is latitude dependent for the left-looking mode, 
and only the data collected in this nominal angular profile 
contain observations at angles greater than 25° (Saunders 
etal. 1992). If we restrict ourselves to angles greater than 
30° (for reasons explained beiow), then our study area is 
limited to the latitude range from 34°S to 54°N, Despite 
this sampling bias, any given angular range contains a 
broad spectrum of surface units, and thus provides a view 
of the mean behavior of the surface at that angle. 

Using these data files we can bin the emissivity and 
backscatter cross section values within a chosen range of 
incidence angles and elevations. Each specific backscatter 
cross section was calculated from the normalized values 
on the ARCDR by removing the Muhleman law correction 
(Saunders et al. 1992), and represents the average of the 
echoes over the antenna footprint. The planetary mean 
backscatter cross section as a function of incidence angle 
is shown on Fig, I. Contour plots of emissivity versus 
backscatter cross section for all elevations on Venus are 
shown in Fig. 4, where we have split the incidence angle 
range into two bins (20-30°, >30°). In both plots there is 
an elongate region containing the majority of the surface 
points and a more sparsely populated region of higher CQ, 
lower E values. Footprints in this lower "dogleg" are 
largely associated with areas above -6053.0 km radius. 

as shown by Fig, 5, where we have limited the radius 
values to the lowlands. 

It is clear that there is a linear relationship between 
emissivity and logicro) for angles >30° and elevations less 
than •6053.0 km. At lower values of the incident/emitted 
angle, there is no clear relationship between the two pa- 
rameters. To better quantify the nature of the correlation, 
we averaged the emissivity as a function of backscatter 
cross section for three angle ranges (30-35°, 35-40°, and 
>40°). These average plots are shown in Fig. 6. Each 
graph displays a linear region and a rolloff toward lower 
values of emissivity at high O-Q. The low end of the plot 
and the location of the rolloff move toward higher u^ 
values at lower incidence angles. 

The following explanations are offered for these obser- 
vations, 

1. The linear portions of the £(log O-Q) graphs for angles 
>30° represent the behavior of the "mean" Venus surface 
with increasing roughness. As shown above, both the 
backscatter cross section and the H-polarized emissivity 
are expected to rise with increasing roughness. 

2. The poorer correlation between backscatter and 
emissivity at angles <30° is due to the breakdown of the 
simple relationship between wavelength-scale roughness 
and backscatter within this angular range. Hawaiian lava 
flows exhibit an ambiguity in HH backscatter power near 
30° which often makes it impossible to discern pahoehoe 
from a'a textures (Fig, 1). This occurs because the quasi- 
specular component of the pahoehoe echoes rises more 
rapidly with decreasing incidence angle than does the 
diffuse return from the a'a, where the backscatter curves 
cross the relationship between brightness and roughness 
is lost. 

3. The negative correlation between emissivity and CTQ 
for bright areas above 6053.0 km represents the anoma- 
lous highland surfaces, whose elevated dielectric con- 
stants (or unique volume scattering geometry) enhance 
their reflectivity and lower their emissivity, 

A check on our interpretations is provided by 11 orbits 
for which Magellan collected V-poIarized emissivity data 
and VV SAR echoes. These orbits provide about 12,000 
footprints on the surface with incidence angles >30°, and 
we have produced contour plots and mean emissivity ver- 
sus cTu graphs as was done for the H-polarized data. The 
contour plot is shown in Fig. 7A, and the average H and 
V emissivity values (binned as a function of cry) are plotted 
in Fig. 7B. The V-polarized emissivity declines with 
greater a^ from an initial value of •0.95 to converge with 
the average H-polarized data at about -9 dB. Although 
the absolute values of the E^ results have not been cali- 
brated to the same degree as the £), data (P. Ford, personal 
communication), these plots appear to support the use of 
the average of H- and V-polarized specular emissivities 
to estimate the emission from a rough surface (Fig. 2), 
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A MODEL FOR SCATTERING AND EMISSION 

If we assume that the linear portions of the £{Iog CTQ) 
graphs for H polarization represent the behavior of a sur- 
face at a single average dielectric constant but with vary- 
ing roughness, then the emissivities at the extreme ends 
of the linear portion should correspond to the dielectric 
constant of a smooth and a rough surface at the chosen 
incidence angle. For the graphs in Fig. 6B, we can fit both 
ends of each plot with a dielectric constant of 4.0-4.5 
(Table I). If the high end of the V-polarized graph in 
Fig. 7B represents a specular surface, then the dielectric 
constant would fall between 3.76 and 4.38 (Eq, (3)) for 
the first five data points (based on the average incidence 
angle of footprints contributing to each point). We can 
also derive a best-fit linear function to the £|,{log CTQ) 
graph, 

E= alog,ocru + b. (5) 

where a and b are the slope and intercept of the best-fit 
line. We have chosen to use a single average line for all 
data at angles >30°, since their best-fit lines were very 
similar up to -10 dB (Fig. 6). This similarity occurs be- 
cause both parameters tend to decrease with angle (Figs, 
1 and 2), and it appears that the behavior of the global 
mean surface is to simply shift values along a single line 
toward lower values of e and E with greater angles. 

The next step is to define the expected change in emis- 
sivity and backscatter cross section with variations in the 
dielectric constant. Based on the analysis of AIRSAR 
data for lava flows, we will assume that the change in 
cross section can be approximated by a multiplicative 
offset proportional to the change in Fresnel reflectivity 
at normal incidence (Campbell et al. 1993). The emissivity 
change depends on the incidence angle and the percentage 
of the surface which is rough. In this model, the surface 
is assumed to be composed of a mixture of perfectly rough 
and perfectly smooth terrain, which permits a continuum 
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of roughness; a similar assumption is made in correcting 
the Hagfors reflectivity derived from altimeter echo mod- 
eling (Pettengill et al. 1988), 

E*=fn + (1 -f){n + T*) 

(6) 

(7) 

where a^ and E* are the observed SAR cross section 

and emissivity,.fis the fraction of surface which is smooth, 
a-Q is the SAR cross section of the surface at the mean 
dielectric constant e, R^ is the normal reflectivity at E, 
and TJf, T*, and R^ are the transmission and reflection 
coefficients (Eqs. (1-4)) evaluated at the actual surface 
dielectric constant e*. In order to solve this pair of equa- 
tions for the dielectric constant e* and the smooth surface 
fraction /, we require a functional relationship between 
cTy and E for a known dielectric constant. This is provided 
by the global average behavior found above. 

If we rearrange Eq. (7) above to solve for/we obtain 

/= 
in - T*) m 

and can then substitute Eq. (5) into this expression to 
solve for the smooth-surface fraction of points along our 
global average graph, 

/- 
2a      , (2b-T^-T^) 

where in this case the transmission coefficients are evalu- 
ated at the mean surface dielectric constant e. Solving 
Eq, (9) for o-g we obtain 

(To = 10- 
la      V (Th-r,)    / 

(10) 

Finally, we substitute this expression and Eq. (8) into Eq. 
(6) to derive 

n 
Ro 

^0* = ^ 10^ 
(î'h- 

a      \     (TÍ-T*) in - T*) 
{2b~ 

(11) 

TABLE I 
Values of Linear Least-Squares Fit to Data for Emissivity 

Versus Log((ro) Shown in Fig, 6b 

Angular 
range Slope       Intercept 

S moot h- 
Surface E, e 

Rough- 
Surface E, e 

30-35° 
35-40° 
40-45° 

0.044 
0.044 
0.054 

0.919 
0.921 
0,926 

0.836, 4.26 
0.832, 3.97 
0,808, 4,02 

0.870, 4.46 
0.876, 4.22 
0.867, 4.37 

Note. Regression performed only on portion of graph from •22 to 
• 10 dB. Also shown are values of the emissivity (E) and estimates of 
the dielectric constant for the minimum backscatter cross sections on 
each hne (assuming these are smooth surfaces) and ai a cross section 
of -10 dB (assuming these are rough surfaces). 

This equation represents the solution to the model, as it 
relates the observed backscatter and emissivity, incidence 
angle, and mean dielectric constant to the correct surface 
dielectric constant (which appears in the asterisked trans- 
mission and reflection coefficients). Unfortunately, there 
is no way to solve this equation directly for the dielectric 
constant e*, so we must obtain a solution iteratively for 
each footprint, Once the dielectric constant is determined, 
the value for/(the smooth-surface fraction) comes from 
Eq, (8). In mapping the roughness, we use the value 
(1 -f) to show rougher areas as bright. 

The results of this model can be plotted as a solution 
field. Figure 8 shows such fields for values of the incident/ 
emitted angle of 30° and 45° (spanning the range of the 
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-9 dB. 

modet's applicability). Lines of constant dielectric con- 
stant (2, 4, 6, 8, 20, 50) and rough-surface fraction (0, 20, 
40, 60, 80, 100%) are plotted. Note the increasing degree 
of compression in the model's range with decreasing inci- 
dence angle, as expected from the plots in Figs, I and 2. 
Relative to these plots, the a'a/pahoehoe threshold of -9 
to -10 dB used in Campbell and Campbell (1992) requires 
surface roughness at the 80-100% level. 

surface component of Eq. (7). The backscatter cross sec- 
tion will not vary dramatically as the dielectric constant 
of this soil changes, since the echo comes predominantly 
from the exposed rocky elements. The model will inter- 
pret a region with low smooth-surface dielectric constant 
to have a value of e between that of the rock and the soil 
and will infer a roughness that is higher than that actually 
present. Likewise, a site with high-e soil will have lower 

EFFECTS OF MIXED SURFACES 

In this section we discuss the effect of applying the 
model to surfaces which are comprised of two or more 
distinct dielectric components (such as rock and soil). 
The major assumption required in using this model is that 
the linear relation between emissivity and log(o-(,) can be 
attributed to roughness variations imposed on a surface 
with some mean dielectric constant. This approach as- 
sumes that changes in bulk chemistry or density are not 
preferentially associated with any particular surface 
roughness. Variations in these properties would tend to 
cancel out when large areas are averaged, leaving only 
the more consistent behavior of £ and O-Q with roughness. 
It is possible that Venus is characterized by a regolith 
which varies in depth over the planet about some average 
value, in which case the mean s found here represents a 
combination of the rock and soil components. The lack 
of extensive eolian features (Greeley ei al. 1992) suggests 
that such a global regolith is at best shallow and coarse, 
formed by the weathering of local rock. 

While their presence may not affect the global average 
microwave properties, there are likely surfaces composed 
of rocks lying on a background of fine soil (e.g., the Venera 
13 site) or partially buried by crater éjecta or pyroclastic 
debris. The soil should appear primarily in the smooth- 

E- 

-30 -20 -10 
HH SAR CROSS SECTION 

FIG. 8. Solution fields for the die lee trie/roughness model. Lines of 
constant roughness fraction (0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100%) and constant 
dielectric constant (2, 4, 6, 8, 20, 50) are shown, (Top) Incidence/emis- 
sion angle 30°. (Bottom) Incidence/emission angle 45°. 
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model-derived roughness. The sense of the dielectric con- 
stant is thus correct for a mixed-e surface (it will reflect 
a weighted average of the terrain within the cell), but 
the derived roughness may be incorrect. Obviously, the 
problem is worst for surfaces where the rock and covering 
material are evenly distributed over the footprint, since 
at zero and 100% soil coverage the model assumptions 
are again appropriate. 

There are situations where this model will return a phys- 
ically unreasonable value for the smooth-surface fraction 
{/• < 0). This will occur in areas with significant radar- 
facing slopes, which enhance the backscatter return 
without any requisite rise in the dielectric constant or 
the wavelength-scale roughness. Strong quasi-specular 
echoes from certain surfaces (such as a rolling lava flow 
viewed at angles of 30° or less) could also lead to negative 
estimates of/. Values of/greater than unity could occur 
if the surface were tilted to an incidence angle much 
greater than that assumed for the spherical target. 

MODEL RESULTS 

The model described above was used to produce maps 
of roughness and dielectric constant for the area 
34°S-54''N (Fig. 9; model parameters: e = 4.15, « = 0.05, 
b = 0.92). The model parameters "a" and "fj" were 
chosen based on the values shown in Table I. The mean 
dielectric constant of 4.15 was chosen from the center of 
the range of smooth-surface estimates in Table I, The 
original sparse images were smoothed using a 15 x 15-km 
weighted boxcar niter to fill in gaps between orbit tracks. 
Large gaps were left black. The model returns rough- 
surface estimates greater than 100% for radar-facing areas 
such as mountain belts or corona rims, but most footprints 
fall within the model's solution field at their respective 
viewing angles. This can be shown by overlaying solution 
graphs on the contour plots for the SAR and emissivity 
data in three angular bins (Fig, 10), The majority of high- 
reflectivity surfaces (those above 6053 km) fall within the 
40-45° bin due to the clustering of highlands along the 
equatorial region. 

The data in Fig. IOC suggest that high-dielectric sur- 
faces tend to have higher roughnesses, with the mean 
behavior following the 80% rough-surface line. Is the ap- 
plication of the model to the highland areas valid? Al- 
though the model is derived from the hnear trend seen in 
plots of E versus log(cro) for the lowlands, this does not 
rule out its utility in areas where changes in the dielectric 
constant may be equally as important as roughness varia- 
tions. The validity of the basic relationships in Eqs. (6) 
and (7) determines the model's accuracy. If the high back- 
scatter cross section and low emissivity in the highlands 
are the result of increases in the Fresnel reflectivity at 
the surface/atmosphere interface, then the model still gen- 

erally holds (although multiple scattering may bias the 
results). If volume scattering within a radar-transparent 
material drives the low emissivity, then this model cannot 
be appropriate. Evidence from terrestrial radar data sug- 
gests that surface scattering (single and multiple events) 
could produce the observed highland circular polarization 
properties (Campbell et al. 1993), and the reasonable fit 
between the model and the "rollover" in plots of ^versus 
log(cro) offers no reason to discard the single high-dielec- 
tric interface theory of Pettengill et al. (1988). 

We can compare the results of this model to the Magel- 
lan corrected reflectivity data for Venus (Fig. I lA). Fres- 
nel reflectivities were derived by fitting a Hagfors scatter- 
ing function to the near-nadir echoes measured by the 
Magellan altimeter (Ford and Pettengill 1992). These val- 
ues are typically lower than the true reflection coefficient 
due to diffuse scattering from the surface, which spreads 
the incident power over a large angular range 
(Bindschadler and Head 1988). A correction factor is in- 
troduced into the altimeter data reduction which uses 
the SAR backscatter intensity to estimate the fraction of 
rough terrain in a footprint and to thus normalize the 
Hagfors reflectivity (Pettengill et al. 1988). For very 
smooth surfaces the correction will be minor, but on rough 
terrain this factor is crucial to obtaining a correct estimate 
of the reflectivity. This correction technique will not work 
well in regions of rapidly varying roughness (i.e., tessera) 
where the returned echo selected by the altimeter echo- 
modeling algorithm may represent only a small portion 
of the terrain in the footprint. Additional corrections were 
needed to remove systematic variations in the Fresnel 
reflectivity with true anomaly. 

The ratio of Hagfors-derived dielectric constant to that 
found with the emissivity model is shown in Fig. 1 IB. The 
model-derived dielectric constants are typically slightly 
higher than those from the Hagfors fit, but the general 
correlation between the two methods is good over smooth 
areas. In rough lava flows and tessera regions the Hagfors 
fit and subsequent SAR correction appear to undercom- 
pensate for the actual diffuse return, since the reflectivi- 
ties for these areas are consistently lower than the emis- 
sivity model results would indicate. In bright highland 
regions the average Hagfors values fall well short of the 
emissivity-derived dielectric constants, perhaps due to 
errors introduced by the diffuse scattering correction at 
very high backscatter values. 

GEOLOGIC RESULTS FOR SELECTED AREAS 

In this section we examine the results of the dielectric 
constant model in the context of Venus geology and sur- 
face properties. The data compiled above and the model 
output reveal several major classes of behavior which are 
discussed separately below. 
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FIG, 10. Solution fields for the model overlayed on contour plots of emissivity versus radar backscatter cross section for three incidence 
angle bins. Lines of equal dielectric constant (2, 4, 6, 8, 20, 50) and roughness (0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100%) identical to those used in Fig. 8. The 
majority of high-dielectric points fall in the >40° angle bin due to the concentration of highlands along the equatorial belt. Note the tendency for 
higher dielectric areas to have roughness of •80%. (A) Incidence/emission angle 30°-35°. (B) Incide nee/emission angle 35°-40°. (C) Incidence/ 
emission angle >40°. 

Highlands 

Dielectric values in the highlands within our study area 
(34°S-54°N) tend to rise with altitude to values of 50 or 
more. A value of e = 8 is a good delimiter of highland 
and lowland dielectric constant ranges, as shown by Fig. 
9. As discussed above, the model data are consistent with 
a single high-dielectric interface for these regions rather 
than an internal volume-scattering regime (Pettengill et 
al. 1992, Tryka and Mulheman 1992, Wilt 1992). There 
are instances of both smooth and rough high-dielectric 
surfaces, but the dominant trend is toward high roughness 
(80% or more) in areas with moderate-high values of B. 
This may indicate that a physical weathering process oc- 
curs in conjunction with formation of high-permittivity 
mineral components. 

Lava Flows 

The lava flows which comprise the large edifice com- 
plexes vary in their dielectric properties. Values of £ from 

3 to 9 are found in the lowlands, with dielectric boundaries 
often closely associated with specific flow units. The lava 
flows surrounding Sif Mons (21°N, 350°E) and the long 
bright flow north of Gula Mons (2rN, 359°E) have dielec- 
tric constant values of 5-7. Flows southeast of Maat Mons 
reach s values of 9; the SAR, roughness, and dielectric 
constant data for this region are shown in Fig. 12. The 
large lava flow fleld south of Ishtar Terra (SO^N, 345''E) 
has a very high roughness fraction and dielectric values 
close to 3, possibly due to superposed fine crater éjecta. 
The differences in dielectric properties between lava flows 
may be attributable to variations in vesicularity or, more 
likely, to differences in bulk chemistry (titanium or iron 
content) between batches of magma. 

Robinson and Wood (1993) propose that low emissivity 
values found in the lowlands near some edifices (e.g., 
Maat Mons)-are evidence for recent volcanic outgassing 
and conversion of basah to more pyrite-rich forms. One 
example cited by these authors (their Fig. 5) does not 
appear to have enhanced dielectric values, and in fact 
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HG. 12. Magellan data and mode! results for the area around Maat Mons (7.63'S-7.64°N. 188.5-206.2''E). (A) SAR image; black arrow points 
to low-e area shown in Fig. 1Í. (B) Roughness map (b = 0%, w = 100%). The three clusters of black points on the flanks of Maat Mons represent 
footprints for which the model returned dielectric constant values <2. (C) Dielectric constant, with color stretch identical to that of Fig. 9B. (D) 
Perspective views of study area with SAR (top) and dielectric constant (bottom) overlayed on topography. 

occurs in a large low-e region. While there are high-dielec- 
tric lava flows near Maat Mons and at least one pitted 
dome of such material (Fig. 12), these features are more 
consistent with localized eruptions of magma with signifi- 
cant amounts of metalUc minerals than with outgassing. 
The presence of moderate-e material at the summit of 
Maat Mons is still open to interpretation, but there is little 

evidence to support the notion of 
lowlands around large volcanoes. 

'pyritization" in the 

Crater Deposits 

Many of the dielectric values >4 in the plains are related 
to impact craters. There are several high-dielectric crater 
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floors, of which Mead (]2.5°N, 57.2°E) and Stuart 
(30,75°S, 20.2°E) are particularly good exampies. Mead's 
floor is split between a typical plains permittivity on its 
western half and values around 8 ¡n the eastern portion. 
Many of the crater parabola deposits have dielectric con- 
stant values of 6-7 (Campbell et al. 1992, Flaut and Arvid- 
son 1992). There is a large parabola with e of up to 7, 
related to the 13-km crater Miriam (36.5°N, 48°E), sur- 
rounding Nefertiti corona. 

Crater parabolas are formed by airfall emplacement of 
fine-grained material during the late stages of the impact 
event, while bright floor material is likely impact melt 
(Campbell el al. 1992, Schultz 1992). If we assume that 
the high dielectric values are due to exposure of material 
with an intrinsically high permittivity, and not to any 
exotic scattering effect, then we need to explain why 
such material is routinely found in crater-related deposits. 
White dense basalt can have a dielectric constant of up 
to 9 (Ulaby ÍÍ ii/. 1989), a mantling layer of impact éjecta 
is more likely to have permittivities consistent with rock 
powders (£=2-3). In order to reach the dielectric con- 
stants observed here (6-8), the parabola-forming material 
must be "loaded" with conducting material (Pettengill et 
al. 1988, Shepard et al. 1994). Schultz (1992) has proposed 
that the parabolas are largely composed of impact melt, 
so perhaps the process of melting and recondensation 
serves to produce a loaded dielectric material. High-e 
impact melt might also explain the radar-bright floors. 

There are few areas where the parabolas can be seen 
well on the radar backscatter image, suggesting that they 
are quite thin. In this case (as discussed above), the high- 
dielectric mantUng material does not cover a large amount 
of the rocks on the surface, so the emissivity declines 
with little change in the backscatter cross section. The 
model interprets this as a high-dielectric interface with 
low roughness. In such cases the roughness estimate must 
be treated with caution, but the dielectric value correctly 
reflects the average properties of the terrain. 

There are also instances of low-dielectric deposits asso- 
ciated with impact craters. Northeast and east of Gula 
Mons there are two extensive low-s areas (Fig. 13). The 
northeast region is centered on a probable impact feature 
(a radar-bright "V" shape within a radar-dark oval) along 
the north margin of the large lava flow field (Fig. 13D), 
while the second low-e deposit is associated with the 
crater Annia Faustina (Campbell et al. 1992). The model 
resuhs show a smooth region with £•4 west of Faustina 
and values of 2-3 for the high-emissivity material related 
to the two impact features. Campbell et al. (1992) sug- 
gested that fine-grained, low-c impact éjecta from Faus- 
tina crater mantles the eastern lava flows of Gula Mons 
(labeled in Fig. 13A). It appears from the model results 
that there are two features in this area which produced 
such mantling material and that these deposits have 

merged to create the large region of high emissivity. In this 
case, the dielectric values are correct, but the roughness 
results are likely too high because of the mixed terrain. 
The low-dielectric crater deposits may be mantling mate- 
rial which either never included a conductive phase, or 
in which this material has been weathered away by the 
atmosphere. 

Possible Soil, Pyroclastic, or Ignimbrite Deposits 

There are several instances of low-e, variable roughness 
surfaces which do not have associated impact features. 
We discuss examples of these below and speculate on 
their possible modes of formation. 

A triangular wedge of low (•2.5) dielectric constant 
material occurs just south of the Tepev Mons summit 
(Fig. 14). The SAR data show a low-return area which 
narrows downslope to the southwest, while the region of 
low permittivity widens downslope. Close examination 
of the SAR imagery suggests some sort of mantling de- 
posit, but the apex of the triangle falls within a data gap. 
It is possible that this is an impact éjecta deposit whose 
parent crater is in the data gap or a "splotch" feature 
with no associated crater. A second possibility is that this 
is an unconsolidated volcanic deposit which has been 
spread downhill by the prevailing wind. Another deposit 
of this type occurs on the north flank of Maat Mons, where 
e values drop to 2 over a three-lobed area downslope of 
a radar-dark dome (Fig. 12). In this case it appears that 
no nearby crater or splotch produced the material. In one 
area, mapped by Klose et al. (1992) as an "ash flow," 
the radar-bright lava complex appears to be mantled by 
fine debris (Fig, 15), Given the inhibition of volatile exso- 
lution and pyroclastic volcanism on Venus (Garvin et al. 
1982), an airfall origin for these units seems unlikely. 
One possibility is the emplacement of ignimbrite surge 
deposits, which may travel some distance along the 
ground in the dense atmosphere. This would be consistent 
with the downslope trend in the two deposits, which is 
not required of an airfall pyroclastic. Where the radar 
return is low we may assume that the fine material has 
covered many of the rocky scattering elements, while in 
areas with higher backscatter (but low s) the debris layer 
must be quite thin. 

Low e values are found for several radar-dark lava flow 
patches near 30°S, 42°E (Fig. 16). These dark lava flows 
cover and embay portions of the tessera in this region, 
and are in turn cut by later graben and fractures. Radar- 
bright plains flows have embayed much of this older lava 
surface and infilled the graben. Given that these dark 
lava flows are stratigraphically quite old, the emissivity 
increase may be evidence for a possible soil layer or cover- 
age by fine material from old impact craters. Low e values 
also occur in clusters of elongate or dumbell-shaped fea- 
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FIG. 13. Magellan dala and model results for Gula Mons (16.5-29.5°N, 352.9-7. TE), (A) SAR image; short white arrow indicates location 
of probable impact feature shown in Fig. 13D. (B) Roughness map (b = 0%, w = 100%). (C) Dielectric constant (b = 2,0, w = 8.0). (D) Magellan 
F-MIDR (75-m resolution) view of the oval dark deposit northeast of Gula Mons. Note the bright central region and associated east-pointing 
radial éjecta pattern. Image width 112 km, north at top. 

tures, some of which parallel large topographic highs such 
as tesserae or ridge belts. The origin of these features is 
unclear; they do not appear to be crater-related and are 
associated with both radar-bright and radar-dark surfaces. 
These features may be areas of eoiian accumulation (due 
to locally low topography) or older lava flows with a cov- 
ering of unconsolidated material. 

Venera Landing Sites 

As an additional test of the model, we tabulated all of 
the radiometer footprints that fell within a 300-km box 
around the landing sites of Veneras 9, 10, 13, and 14 
(Basilevsky et al. 1992, Weitz and Basilevsky 1993), We 
then calculated a mean dielectric constant and roughness 
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FIG. U,    Magellan radar image of iow-e. IOW-CTQ wedge on Tepev Mons south flank (28.Ü-29.Ü°N, 44,0-46.0°E). Image height 105 km. The 
low radar return region narrows downhill to the southwest, suggesting a "source" within the data gaps northwest of the steep-sided dome, 

FIG. 15.   Magellan radar image of low-return area north of Maat Mons (2.0-3.5°N, 194.0-195.4''E). Image height 160 km. Note the subdued 
appearance of features within the rough lava flows in the center of the linage, suggesting partial mantling by fine-grained material. 
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FIG. 16. Magellan radar image of plains and tessera units with contours of dielectric constant overiayed (30.5-34.0°S, 39.0-45.5"E>. Contour 
values plotted for E values of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Note the low values of e (3.0 contour marked by black arrows) associated with the radar- 
dark lava flows. 

from the model solutions to these points. Table II presents 
the results of this analysis. In general, the four landing 
sites exhibit a narrow range of dielectric constant, from 
the Venera 9 value of 4.18 (close to the planetary average 
of 4.15 used in the model) to a value of 5.07 around the 
Venera 14 site. Only the Venera 9 site displays an obvious 
correlation between model results and the lander view (a 
rubbly surface with 80% roughness). The roughnesses 
derived for the other three sites (57-69%) do not correlate 

TABLE 11 
Values of Model-Derived Roughness Fraction and Dielectric 

Constant for Four Venera Lander Sites 

Lander Footprints Mean £ 

Mean roughness 
fraction 

V9(3).0rN,291.64'>E) 
V10(15.42°N,291.5 rE) 
V13 (07.55°S. 303.69°E) 
V14(13,05°S, 3I0.19°E} 

678 
1044 
883 
764 

4.18 ± 
4.76 ± 
4.89 ± 
5.07 ± 

.01 

.01 
.01 
.01 

0.80 + .004 
0.69 ± ,004 
0.57 ± ,003 
0,64 ± .004 

Note. Values for each site represent mean of all solutions within the 
300-km box surrounding landing site estimate (Basilevsky *•/ at. 1992). 

well with the lander views, although these panoramas 
represent very small regions within the 9 x 10* km^ sample 
boxes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the observations of emissivity and radar back- 
scatter across Venus, we proposed that many variations 
in emissivity for angles >30° can be explained by changes 
in surface roughness and presented a model which esti- 
mates the dielectric constant of the surface using a simpli- 
fied treatment of scattering and emission. The model pro- 
vides a rapid way of identifying areas of differing 
composition or density, but further work is required to 
understand the specific geology of each anomalous region. 
The combination of H- and V-polarized emissivity data 
for some surfaces will permit the use of two-component 
dielectric models (such as rock and soil with different 
values of e). The type of analysis presented here, which 
integrates all available data for geologic studies, should 
improve the utility of the Magellan datasets for mapping 
and interpretation. 
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The permittivity in highland regions rises with altitude, 
and the data for these areas are more consistent with a 
single high-dielectric interface than with volume scatter- 
ing. Higher dielectric constants are associated with both 
smooth and rough terrains, but the general tendency is 
toward greater roughness with higher permittivity. This 
may suggest that a mechanical weathering process occurs 
in the formation of high-dielectric mineral phases. There 
are variations in dielectric constant within lava fiow com- 
plexes (up to values of 9), which may reflect differences 
in the chemical content of the rock. Three major types 
of mantling deposits are identified: (1) high-permittivity 
(e = 7-8) units associated with parabolic crater features 
and interpreted to be fine-grained material with a high 
proportion of metallic phases; (2) low-permittivity [e = 
2-3) crater-related splotches or haloes, interpreted to be 
fine-grained material with minimal or weathered metallic 
minerals; (3) low-permittivity deposits with no associated 
crater, tentatively attributed to soil formation or to pyro- 
clastic or ignimbrite eruptions. Within each type of de- 
posit there is a range of surface roughness and radar back- 
scatter strength, which are related to the original surface 
roughness and the depth of the mantling material. 
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